Tchernobyl forever : « en route » towards the success !
Dear friends
March 19 after a final run-in, subscription Tchernobyl forever was set off on the website of participatory
financing ULULE
It’s a first for the holders of the project, Enfants de Tchernobyl Belarus in collaboration with
Photographisme association.
A month ago, you received a message advertising this event.
Since then, the work has been carried on, especially with the correcting the English and Italian pages, and
setting up a German page.
We are getting close to a funereal anniversary, april 26th. It will be then 28 years after the explosion of
reactor n°4 of the Lenine power plant of Chernobyl. A fire followed which take ten days to be circumvented.
During that time, huge amounts of radioactive products were released all-around. the population has not been
protected. It it this mistake, I should say this crime that the areas affected by Chernobyl are still paying for
today. The sanitary disaster is still going on, The radioactivity works without a break.
Belarus is the most affected country. It is also the poorest, hence the one we’re the children suffer the most
of the radioactive legacy spread on the ground, and in the organism of their parents and in their own. They are
several hundreds of thousands.
The raison d’être of this fundraising operation is here : gathering funds to improve the financing of the
only independent radio protection institute in the country, BELRAD, which receives no help whatsoever neither
from the government of Belarus, nor from the international authorities; and also to widen the support to
BELRAD thanks to the spreading of the information used for this operation and during the following
humanitarian operation (sale of 3000 DVD-books and 2000 DVD for the benefit of BELRAD).
The amount committed represents 50 % of the goal. It’s good. Thanks to all who took part in it. They
gave a burst to the movement.
Now we must work together to follow up on the success of Tchernobyl Forever.
To all those who did not participate yet : « Join us ! Its the right moment ! ».
To all those who engaged themselves already : « A big thank you ! a very big thank you ! Spread the
message al around, to your relatives, only our networks. warn your friends and their friends. Amplify that
way the efficiency of your material contribution. For you want the success of this operation, you are waiting
to receive the book-DVD ».
In the name of all our friends, artists, journalists, associative militants, and on the name of those who
already offered their participation : « We count on you ! »
Best regards,
Alain-Gilles-Bastide, in charge of the projet.
Yves Lenoir, President of the association Enfants de Tchernobyl Belarus.

